
1 More 
Uptime

The multiple, “hot-swappable” modular power 
conversion units of switch mode rectifier (SMR) 
battery chargers translate to built-in uptime. 
Maintenance or repairs are made without “powering 
down” the charger – boosting uptime and helping to 
ensure a steady operational load to critical battery 
power and back-up systems.
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Said simply: “More power. In less space. And, at 
a lower weight.” With typically about twice the 
power in half the space – as compared to 
silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) chargers – SMR 
chargers offer reduced installation costs, improved 
floor or wall space usage and easier access and 
handling for maintenance.   
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Reduce the capital cost and maintenance expense of 
SCR two-charger redundancy – while still maintain-
ing critical battery power and back-up – with a single 
SMR charger 
featuring multiple power conversion units. SMR 
chargers can be configured to achieve N+1 or N+N 
power protection in one compact battery charger 
with interchangeable power modules.  

4SMR battery chargers’ interconnected power 
modules – compared with a larger, single conversion 
unit found in a SCR charger – virtually eliminate the 
risk of a single point of failure. 

5The high-frequency power conversion of a SMR 
charger means less heat and lower active fan cooling 
use during non-peak loads. The impact: improved 
performance and lower maintenance costs.  
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Making a repair to a SCR-based charger typically 
requires a highly trained, specialized technician to 
address and fix problems at the circuit level. 
In comparison, the ease of access and 
“hot-swappable” features of an SMR power module 
means maintenance and repairs can be done by 
regular operations personnel, saving both time 
and money.  

7
Evaluating the overall health of a substation battery 
system requires critical time-sensitive decisions that 
impact costs and allocation of resources. SMR battery 
chargers and controllers provide remote-monitoring 
capabilities to verify factors such as battery-discharge 
levels to more effectively manage maintenance and 
upgrade programs. 
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Want to learn more about TCO of battery chargers?
Check out our Battery Charger webpage.
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There are the hard costs of deploying battery charger power and back-up systems. 
Then there are the hidden costs. When calculating total cost of ownership (TCO) 
factors, power engineers face a wide variety of challenges including managing 
system maintenance and repairs, stemming unscheduled downtime, building 

redundant protections, and reducing overall operating expenses (OpEx). 

The shift to high power frequency, higher power density switch mode rectifier (SMR) battery 
chargers gives power designers new ways to evaluate the costs – and savings – of deploying 

SMR chargers for  battery power and back-up systems. Here are seven 
maintenance and OpEx factors to consider when calculating battery charger TCO.  

Calculating the TCO of Battery Chargers
7 ways Switch Mode Rectifier (SMR) battery chargers 

lower operating and maintenance costs 


